
LARSON—MATH 353–CLASSROOM WORKSHEET 22
Memoization—Digital Dice

1. Log in to CoCalc.

(a) Start the Chrome browser.

(b) Go to https://cocalc.com

(c) Login (your VCU email address is probably your username).

(d) You should see an existing Project for our class. Click on that.

(e) Click “New”, then “Worksheets”, then call it c22.

2. Getting your classwork recorded

When you are done, before you leave class...

(a) Click the “Make pdf” (Adobe symbol) icon and make a pdf of this worksheet.
(If Cocalc hangs, click the printer icon, then “Open”, then print or make a pdf
using your browser).

(b) Send me an email with an informative header like “Math 353—c22 worksheet
attached” (so that it will be properly recorded).

(c) Remember to attach today’s classroom worksheet!

Avoiding recomputation: Dictionaries

We can make a recursive function lice our recursive Fibonacci function more efficient
by storing values and then checking if they’ve already been computed before (instead
of inefficiently re-computing them). A great place to store values like this is a Python
dictionary. A dictionary consists of {key:value} pairs, enclosed in set brackets,
with pairs separated by commas.

3. Create a dictionary dict1 by evaluating dict1 = {3:7,5:4}. Find the value associ-
ated to 3 by evaluating dict1[3]. Change the associated value to 9 by evaluating
dict1[3]=9. Evaluate dict1 to see the current values in your dictionary.

4. The keys and values can be integers, strings or any type of (Python/Sage) object.
We can make a dictionary of students and their favorite colors. Create a dictionary
dict2 by evaluating dict2 = {"nicole":"red","john":"green"}. Find the value
associated to “nicole”” by evaluating dict2["nicole"]. Change the associated value
to “nicole” by evaluating dict2["nicole"]="purple". Evaluate dict2 to see the
current values in your dictionary.

5. You can can get a listing of all the keys currently in a dictionary with the .keys()

method. Evaluate dict1.keys(). Now get a listing of the keys in dict2.

6. You can check if a key is in a dictionary by using the keyword in. To check if 3 is a
key in dict1 run: 3 in dict1. Is 7 a key in dict1 ? Check.

7. Now we can implement a first method of avoiding recomputation in a recursive func-
tion: Make a dictionary external to the function, declare its name as a global variable
in the code of the function, return already computed values, and store new values.
Evaluate:



fib_values = {0:0,1:1}

def fib(n):

global fib_values

if n in fib_values:

return fib_values[n]

else:

fib_values[n] = fib(n-1)+fib(n-2)

return fib_values[n]

8. Check that this function works for small values of n. Then check that we can recu-
sively compute some values that we couldn’t before like n = 50.

Nahin’s Digital Dice

9. Preface: Navy. The Navy estimates that there is a 1/3 chance of shooting down an
attacking aircraft. What is the probability of shooting it down if 3 missiles are fired?

Define a function experiment navy() that simulates 3 “shots”, and produces and
output representing whether or not the missile hit its target. Then repeat this exper-
iment lots of times and calculate the probability of success.

10. Preface: Presidents. The quiz question asks a student to match 24 Presidents
to 24 years they started their Presidency. The student randomly guesses (matching
each President to one of the 24 years). How many Presidents will the student match
correctly on average?

Define a function experiment presidents() that simulates a random choice of 24
Presidents to 24 years and outputs the number of correct matches. Then repeat this
experiment lots of times and calculate the average number of correct matches.

11. Preface: Estimating π. How can π be calculated? Well it can be defined by the
area formula for a circle: A = πr2. Then π is the square root of the area of a unit
circle. How can we estimate that?

We can let this circle be centered at the origin. It would be enough to find the area
of the quarter-circle in the 1st quadrant. This slice is in the square [0, 1] × [0, 1].
Define a function experiment pi(n) that simulates a random choice of a point
(x, y) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1]. If x2 + y2 ≤ 1 call that a “win” and output the ratio of wins
to experiments. Try larger and larger values of n. Make a scatter plot of this behavior.

12. The Clumsy Dishwasher. There are 5 dishwashers. 5 dishes are broken one
week—4 by the same dishwasher! Is the dishwasher clumsy or unlucky? What is the
probability a dishwasher will break at least 4 dishes—under the assumption that the
dishes are broken randomly (that is, with equal probability)?

Define a function experiment dishwasher() that simulates this situation. What
should your function output? Repeat this experiment lots of times. What is the
answer to our question?

13. Getting your classwork recorded Send today’s classroom worksheet pdf in an
email with an informative header like “Math 353—c22 worksheet attached” (so that
it will be properly recorded).


